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Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation over Sensorimotor
Cortex Disrupts Anticipatory Reflex Gain Modulation for
Skilled Action
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Skilled interactions with new environments require flexible changes to the transformation from somatosensory signals to motor outputs.
Transcortical reflex gains are known to be modulated according to task and environmental dynamics, but the mechanism of this
modulation remains unclear. We examined reflex organization in the sensorimotor cortex. Subjects performed point-to-point arm
movements into predictable force fields. When a small perturbation was applied just before the arm encountered the force field, reflex
responses in the shoulder muscles changed according to the upcoming force field direction, indicating anticipatory reflex gain modulation. However, when a transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) was applied before the reflex response to such perturbations so that the
silent period caused by TMS overlapped the reflex processing period, this modulation was abolished, while the reflex itself remained. Loss
of reflex gain modulation could not be explained by reduced reflex amplitudes nor by peripheral effects of TMS on the muscles themselves. Instead, we suggest that TMS disrupted interneuronal networks in the sensorimotor cortex, which contribute to reflex gain
modulation rather than reflex generation. We suggest that these networks normally provide the adaptability of rapid sensorimotor reflex
responses by regulating reflex gains according to the current dynamical environment.
Key words: reflex gain modulation; anticipation; dynamical interaction; sensorimotor cortex; transcranial magnetic stimulation; arm
movement control

Introduction
To interact successfully with the external environment, the dynamical properties of the musculoskeletal system, such as joint
torques and stiffnesses, should be appropriately regulated for the
dynamical interactions that will occur. It is, therefore, important
to understand how the CNS regulates musculoskeletal dynamics
according to expected dynamical interactions. Several studies
suggest that musculoskeletal dynamics during voluntary movements are modified by automatic or “reflex” transformations
from somatosensory signals to motor outputs (Lacquaniti and
Maioli, 1989; Hore et al., 1990; Goodin and Aminoff, 1992; Bennett et al., 1994; Wang et al., 2001; Gomi et al., 2002), as well as by
feedforward processes (Burdet et al., 2001; Franklin et al., 2003),
according to relevant dynamic properties of the external environment. It remains unclear, however, how the CNS controls and
implements this modulation.
Long-latency stretch reflexes in the upper limb muscles are
believed to involve the primary motor cortex (M1) (Conrad et al.,
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1984; Day et al., 1991). Such transcortical reflexes are modulated
according to ongoing tasks (Johnson et al., 1993; Dietz et al.,
1994) or instruction (Bonnet, 1983; Sullivan and Hayes, 1987;
Yamamoto and Ohtsuki, 1989; Goodin and Aminoff, 1992). In
particular, primate studies have demonstrated that the neural
responses in M1 to a mechanical stretch of the upper limb muscles are strongly task dependent (Evarts and Tanji, 1974, 1976).
Such studies do not show how modulation of reflexive outputs
from M1 is achieved. Moreover, relatively few studies have investigated whether the reflex organization is modulated according to
the dynamics of the external environment while the subject’s
motor task remains constant.
Studies of voluntary movement show that interneuronal networks within M1 are modulated in a task-dependent manner
(Mathis et al., 1998, 1999; Hess et al., 1999; Tinazzi et al., 2003).
For example, the duration of a long-lasting electromyogram
(EMG) suppression [silent period (SP)] caused by transcranial
magnetic stimulation (TMS) was longer during simple than complex manual tasks (Tinazzi et al., 2003) and during exploratory
than visually guided movement (Hess et al., 1999). These findings
suggest that task-dependent modulation involves an inhibitory
interneuronal activation in M1, because this inhibitory activation
is thought to be the major origin of SP (Ziemann et al., 1993;
Brasil-Neto et al., 1995; Nakamura et al., 1997). However, the role
of these inhibitory circuits in nonvoluntary, adaptive sensorimotor responses such as the transcortical reflex has not been dem-
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Figure 1. Experimental setup. By using a PFM system, subjects performed point-to-point
arm movements forward from the body. During the later part of movements, a leftward (L-FF)
or rightward (R-FF) force field was applied in addition to null force (N-FF).

onstrated directly, because previous SP studies focused on voluntary actions.
We therefore hypothesized that interneuronal activity in M1
would be involved in reflex gain modulation according to the
dynamical environment. We here applied TMS over M1 before
the stretch reflex response induced by mechanical perturbations,
so that the SP partially overlapped the reflex response. This operation would disrupt M1 interneuronal activity during the reflex
processing period. We therefore investigated the contribution of
M1 interneuronal activity to reflex modulation during a simple
voluntary reaching task performed in a range of different dynamical environments. A part of this study has been presented previously in abstract form (Kimura et al., 2004).

Materials and Methods
Subjects. Eight right-handed healthy male subjects (age range, 22–35
years) participated in this study. The subjects had no known history of
neurological disorder and gave informed consent. This study was approved by the local ethical committee.
Experimental setup and tasks. The subjects were comfortably seated in
a chair set in front of a parallel link drive air-magnet floating manipulandum (PFM) (Gomi and Kawato, 1996) with their trunk held by straps so
that the right shoulder joint was positioned in the origin ([x, y] ⫽ [0, 0])
of a task coordinate system, in which x- and y-axes indicate the rightward
and forward direction away from the body, respectively (Fig. 1). The
right forearm was covered by a custom-molded thermoplastic cuff
closely coupled to the handle of the PFM and supported against gravity
by a horizontal beam-attached handle, which immobilized the wrist joint
in supination and supported the forearm. Consequently, arm motion
was limited to two degrees of freedom at shoulder and elbow joints. The
subject’s hand and forearm were masked by a screen placed 0.3 m above
the PFM table. The PFM was controlled by a digital servo at 2 kHz. The
handle position of PFM and the external force exerted at the handle were
measured by a position encoder (409,600 pulses/revolution) and a force
sensor (resolution, 0.006 kg), respectively, at a sampling rate of 500 Hz.
The subjects were instructed to perform point-to-point movements
(duration of 1.5 s) from a proximal start ([0, 0.3] m) to a distal goal ([0,
0.55] m) in the horizontal plane with as straight a path as possible (Fig. 1).
The movement was executed with the guidance of beeping sounds to
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indicate the desired duration and a visual guide marker moved by a
minimum jerk trajectory. One of three force fields was imposed in the
latter part of the movement (0.42– 0.53 m in y-direction). These were a
null force field (N-FF), and a leftward (L-FF) or rightward (R-FF)
trapezoidal-shaped force field (peak of 7 N). We applied a transition
phase so that force changed gradually over the first and last 0.02 m of the
force field zone. Information for each force field condition was displayed
on the screen as a symbol (L-FF/R-FF, arrow; N-FF, rectangle) beginning
2 s before the go signal for movement. The order of force fields was
randomized for each subject. The start and goal positions, visual movement guide, and directional cues were all projected onto a horizontal
screen placed directly above the work surface. The current hand position
was also displayed on the screen before movement onset, was extinguished at the time of the go signal, and was redisplayed 1.5 s later, at the
end of the movement. Therefore, subjects had no visual feedback of hand
position during movements. Before the experimental conditions, subjects practiced moving through force fields that were randomized from
trial to trial (several times for each force field condition) without any
mechanical perturbations, so as to learn to produce straight arm trajectories. To confirm that the subjects had truly learned to control their
movements appropriately for each experimental force field direction,
three “after-effect” trials, in which a force field was cued but unexpectedly omitted, were performed at the end of the experiment. Subjects were
asked not to compensate for these “catch” force fields.
Mechanical perturbations and TMS. A half-sine wave brief force perturbation (PTB) (peak amplitude of 20 N, duration of 50 ms) in the left
(L-PTB) or right (R-PTB) direction was applied during the movement,
but before the arm encountered the force fields. The perturbation occurred 50 ms after the hand passed through a trigger location, 0.03 m
forward from the start position. The perturbation was designed to be
small enough not to disturb ongoing arm movement. The L-PTB and
R-PTB primarily stretched the extensor and flexor muscles around the
shoulder joint, respectively, and were designed to elicit stretch reflex
responses in these muscles.
In one-half of all trials at random, we applied a single TMS over the
primary motor cortex (M1) before the perturbation, to examine the
effect of TMS on the reflex responses. TMS was delivered to the left M1
using a Magstim 200 stimulator (Magstim Company, Whitland, UK)
connected to a focal figure-of-eight coil with external loop diameters of 9
cm (maximum output of 1.5 T) to generate induced currents in the
posterior-to-anterior direction. The coil was positioned so as to optimally evoke a motor-evoked potential (MEP) in the pectoralis major
muscle. TMS intensity was determined so that TMS caused a clear period
(⬎100 ms) of EMG suppression after the MEP (i.e., SP) in the pectoralis
muscle during the movements. To achieve this SP, we adjusted TMS
intensity for every subject to a level between 110 and 120% of resting
motor threshold (MT). The MT was defined as the minimal intensity
necessary to elicit an MEP of ⬎50 V (at least three of five successive
times) in the resting pectoralis muscle. The SP was checked by monitoring EMG signals on an oscilloscope at the beginning of the experiments.
We applied TMS when the hand moved through a trigger position 0.03 m
forward from the start position. TMS thus occurred 50 ms before the
onset of perturbation. Thus, the mechanical perturbation and the resulting reflex response both occurred during the SP after TMS. The TMS coil
and subject’s head position were maintained throughout the experiment
by a custom-made coil holder with adjustable links, a head rest and a
chin–forehead support.
The experiment was designed as a factorial combination of three force
fields (L-FF, R-FF, N-FF), three perturbations (L-PTB, R-PTB, no perturbation), and two TMS conditions (with TMS, without TMS). The
subjects randomly performed 12 trials in each combination, giving a total
of 216 trials. Subjects were instructed not to resist any effects of either the
perturbation or the TMS on the arm trajectory.
A control task was used to determine each subject’s voluntary reaction
time. This task was as above, except that subjects performed voluntary,
assistive arm movements in the same direction as the perturbation, in
each force field condition. Subjects were asked to voluntarily move their
hand in the same direction as the perturbation direction as quickly as
possible (i.e., rightward hand movement to rightward perturbation or
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Table 1. Measures of background muscle activity and responses to perturbation and to TMS
Flexor
Extensor

R-FF
L-FF
R-FF
L-FF

BGA (V)

tmsBGA (V)

SR-on (ms)

SR-term (ms)

tmsSR-on (ms)

tmsSR-term (ms)

SP-term (ms)

10.3 ⫾ 0.6
10.1 ⫾ 0.9
9.8 ⫾ 2.5
11.1 ⫾ 3.1

14.2 ⫾ 1.4
13.2 ⫾ 1.6
14.9 ⫾ 3.0
15.8 ⫾ 2.7

49.4 ⫾ 6.3
50.7 ⫾ 6.3
65.9 ⫾ 10.2
63.5 ⫾ 12.2

126.1 ⫾ 10.6
122.1 ⫾ 11.8
154.3 ⫾ 13.3
151.8 ⫾ 15.1

76.8 ⫾ 13.4
78.5 ⫾ 14.7
78.4 ⫾ 14.2
79.7 ⫾ 13.7

162.0 ⫾ 16.6
160.1 ⫾ 17.2
162.8 ⫾ 14.1
161.3 ⫾ 12.4

124.8 ⫾ 10.6
130.1 ⫾ 13.5
133.8 ⫾ 17.3
129.3 ⫾ 19.6

The mean (⫾ SE) background muscle activity in the control trials (BGA) and the mean (⫾ SE) muscle activity in the trials with TMS-only (tmsBGA), the mean (⫾ SD) onset (SR-on) and termination (SR-term) time of induced stretch reflex
response after the perturbation, the mean (⫾ SD) onset (tmsSR-on) and termination (tmsSR-term) time of the response with TMS, and the mean (⫾ SD) termination time of silent period (SP-term) after TMS. The BGA and tmsBGA were
calculated over the same window as the reflex response in each condition (with or without TMS). Note no significant difference between the force fields in each parameter.

leftward movement to leftward perturbation). Subjects performed six
trials in each combination of force field and perturbation. The order of
force fields and perturbation directions was randomized. The reaction
time was determined by detecting the onset of a burst of voluntary EMG
in the ensemble-averaged EMG waveform for each combination of force
field and perturbation.
EMG measurement. Surface EMG activity was recorded from the bellies of the two muscles around the shoulder joint: shoulder flexor (pectoralis major) and extensor (deltoid posterior), using pairs of Ag-AgCl
electrodes (diameter, 10 mm) with a center-to-center interelectrode distance of 20 mm. Analog EMG signals were amplified with a bioelectric
amplifier (MME-3132; Nihon Kohden, Tokyo, Japan) and digitized at a
sampling rate of 2 kHz. The digitized EMG signals were full-wave rectified, and then low-pass filtered at 100 Hz to reduce the jaggy component.
We first detected an onset and termination time of reflex response by
visual inspection from the ensemble-averaged waveform in each combination of force field and muscle (Table 1). We separately confirmed
interrater reliability by asking a second rater to estimate latencies on a
subset of trials from eight subjects and from two force fields. This showed
strong correlation coefficients between two raters on detections of each
onset and termination time in each muscle (all r ⬎ 0.78, p ⬍ 0.01; difference in detection time, mean ⫾ SD, 4.9 ⫾ 3.5 ms). We then measured the
mean EMG value for each signal in each trial during the period between
reflex onset and termination period. Background muscle activity (BGA)
was calculated as the EMG activity over the same time period in trials in
which neither perturbations nor TMS occurred. The EMG activity after
the perturbation minus the BGA was taken as the reflex response. A
similar procedure was used to give an independent estimate of the reflex
response component when applying TMS: here, we subtracted EMG
activity with TMS-only (tmsBGA) from that with the perturbation and
TMS. The termination time of SP (i.e., the time that the EMG activity
returns to the BGA level) was also determined by visual inspection from
the ensemble-averaged waveform in TMS-only trials.
Dynamic and kinematic data processing. The procedure for estimating
dynamic and kinematic parameters has been described in detail previously (Gomi and Kawato, 1997; Gomi and Osu, 1998). Briefly, muscle
generated arm-joint torque, in, can be estimated by using the following
dynamical equation:

I 共 q 兲 q̈ ⫹ H 共 q̇, q 兲 ⫽  in ⫹ ext ,
where q, q̇, and q̈ denote angular position vector of shoulder and elbow
joints, its velocity and acceleration vectors, respectively. Joint angle was
obtained from the handle position using the kinematic relationship. Joint
velocity and acceleration were calculated by first- and second-order time
differentiations of each joint angle, respectively. ext denotes the torque
vector transmitted from the PFM (i.e., external torque), calculated by
ext ⫽ JTFext, where J denotes Jacobian matrix of two-link human arm
kinematics, and Fext denotes the external force measured at the handle. I
and H denote the inertial matrix and Coriolis centrifugal force vector,
respectively, whose internal parameters were estimated in advance for
each subject by using a procedure reported previously (Gomi and Osu,
1998).
Statistical analysis. One-way ANOVA and Bonferroni-corrected post
hoc comparisons were used to test each subject’s data individually for
differences in the BGA and tmsBGA among the force field conditions
(L-FF, R-FF, and N-FF). A significant difference between conditions was
found for at least one muscle in most (six of eight) subjects using one-way
ANOVA with trials as a random factor. Bonferroni comparisons showed

that BGA and tmsBGA in the N-FF were significantly smaller than in
L-FF and R-FF for most of these ANOVAs. In contrast, there were no
significant differences in the BGA and tmsBGA between the L-FF and
R-FF in both muscles. Because the amplitude of reflex responses generally depends on the background muscle activity level (Matthews, 1986), it
is inappropriate to directly compare the reflex response across conditions
that have different BGA. We therefore compared reflexes in the L-FF to
those in the R-FF, rather than comparing either of the imposed force
fields to the null (N-FF) condition. That is, our analysis focuses on how
reflexes are modulated according to force field direction, rather than
force field presence. Accordingly, we used two-way repeated-measures
ANOVA with factors of force field direction (L-FF/R-FF) and muscle
(flexor/extensor), to test for significant differences in reflex responses
between force field directions and between agonist and antagonist muscles. The significance level was set at p ⬍ 0.05. Bonferroni-corrected post
hoc comparisons were used to follow up significant effects. For the principal analyses reported, the dependent variables were the means of each
subject’s trials in each condition. Subjects were treated as a random factor. For some subsidiary analyses in the control experiments in which the
number of subjects was low, we instead analyzed individual trials, and
pooled the data across subjects. These few cases are described in the text
as pooled analyses.

Results
Changes in reaching behavior attributable to expected
force fields
The thick lines in Figure 2 A demonstrate an example of the mean
hand trajectories in R-FF (black) and L-FF (gray) trials. When the
force fields were imposed, the hand trajectories were distorted in
the direction of the imposed field, compared with the N-FF trajectory (dotted line). Trajectories in after-effect catch trials (thin
lines) done at the end of experiment, in which the force field was
cued but not applied, clearly deviated in the direction opposite to
the cued field. The bar graph on the right of Figure 2 A shows
hand curvature in each condition. Hand curvature was defined as
the positional deviation at the end boundary of the cued force
field ( y ⫽ 0.53 m) in the x direction from a straight line connecting between the start and goal positions. The values of hand curvatures in after-effect trials (aR, aL) were clearly opposite in sign
to those in normal trials (R, L), and there were significant differences between after-effect and normal trials (both force field directions, p ⬍ 0.001, paired t tests). This suggests that the subjects
learned to move through the applied fields by anticipatorily selecting an internal model that would generate appropriate motor
commands. In addition, the existence of a clear after-effect suggests that the distortions of hand trajectories in the R/L-FF direction resulted from insufficient feedforward compensation for the
imposed field, rather than reactive correction.
Figure 2 B demonstrates an example of the hand position profiles in the y-axis (anteroposterior) direction, the hand force profiles in the x-axis (left/right) direction, and the EMG waveforms
of the shoulder flexor and extensor muscles during arm movements without TMS/PTB. Because the flexor muscle exerts leftward hand force in this arm configuration, its activity increased
to exert an increased leftward hand force so as to maintain a
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tigate whether kinematic responses to the perturbations differed
between the two force field directions, at the same point in the
trajectory. Figure 3A demonstrates typical waveforms for hand
position in the x-axis (left/right) direction, shoulder joint angular
velocities in the flexion/extension direction, and EMG in the
shoulder flexor and extensor muscles, when the R-PTB (upper
panels) or L-PTB (lower panels) was applied (thick lines). There
was no significant difference in two kinematic parameters between the two field conditions in the initial part (0 –100 ms after
the perturbation) of the movement (all p ⬎ 0.18, paired t tests).
The specific values compared were as follows: x hand displacement (R-FF for R-PTB, mean ⫾ SE, 0.016 ⫾ 0.0007 m; L-FF,
0.017 ⫾ 0.0017 m; R-FF for L-PTB, ⫺0.015 ⫾ 0.0008 m; L-FF,
⫺0.014 ⫾ 0.0012 m), shoulder joint angular velocities (R-FF for
R-PTB, ⫺0.23 ⫾ 0.013 rad/s; L-FF, ⫺0.24 ⫾ 0.015 rad/s; R-FF for
L-PTB, 0.27 ⫾ 0.020 rad/s; L-FF, 0.26 ⫾ 0.033 rad/s). Therefore,
changes in reflex amplitude could not be attributed to differences
in background muscle activity or physical parameters of the limb.

Figure 2. Movement and EMG patterns with different force fields. A, Typical example of
hand trajectories (left panel) and each hand curvature (right panel) in the right/left direction in
the normal (N-FF, R-FF, and L-FF) and after-effect (aR-FF and aL-FF) trials with different force
fields. The rectangular dashed area is force field location. The traces in the normal trials are the
average of 12 trials. The traces in the after-effect trials are the average of 3 trials. In after-effect
trials, either direction of force field was unexpectedly removed. Each bar in the right graph
represents the mean and SE of hand curvature in the right/left direction for each condition. The
asterisks express a significant difference between the normal and after-effect trials for each
field (***p ⬍ 0.001). B, An example of the hand position profiles in the y-axis direction, the
hand force profiles in the x-axis direction (upward is left direction), and the EMG waveforms in
the shoulder flexor and extensor muscles during arm movements in the R-FF (black line) and
L-FF (gray line) conditions. The data show results from a typical subject in baseline conditions
with neither perturbation nor TMS. Each trace is the average of 12 trials. The rectangular dashed
area denotes the force field period. Time 0 corresponds to a position trigger (0.03 m from the
start position) shown in Figure 2 A. The downward arrows in the bottom graph represent the
time at which transcranial magnetic stimulation (dashed arrow) and perturbation (solid arrow)
would be applied in other conditions as appropriate. Note that the muscle activity before the
arm encountered the force fields was almost same between the R-FF and L-FF conditions.

straight hand trajectory when the hand encountered the R-FF. In
contrast, the extensor muscle activity increased in the L-FF condition to exert rightward hand force.
However, the EMG activities before encountering the force
fields did not vary predictively and were almost identical for the
two force field conditions. Indeed, paired t test showed no significant difference in the mean BGA values in both muscles (both
muscles, p ⬎ 0.09) (Table 1). We used similar analyses to inves-

Changes in reflex responses according to expected force
field directions
The R-PTB and L-PTB induced stretch reflex responses in both
shoulder flexor and shoulder extensor muscles, respectively.
These reflex responses were visible 50 –150 ms after the perturbation. The mean onset (SR-on, both muscles, p ⬎ 0.09) and termination (SR-term, p ⬎ 0.16) time of reflex responses did not
differ significantly between the two force field directions (Table
1). However, the reflex response amplitude varied according to
the direction of the expected force field (Fig. 3A, thick black and
gray lines). The mean reflex amplitudes in both muscles are
shown in Figure 3B. Two-way repeated-measures ANOVA with
factors of force field direction (L-FF/R-FF) and muscle (flexor/
extensor) showed no significant main effect of force field direction or muscle. The interaction between these factors was highly
significant, however ( p ⬍ 0.001). Subsequent, Bonferronicorrected post hoc comparisons demonstrated that the flexor reflex response was larger in the R-FF condition ( p ⬍ 0.01) than in
the L-FF condition, whereas the extensor reflex was, in contrast,
larger in the L-FF condition than in the R-FF condition ( p ⬍
0.01). These symmetric modulations of reflex amplitude clearly
depended on whether the muscle would successfully counteract
the direction of the force field that would soon be encountered
(Fig. 2 B). These results indicate that stretch reflex gain is anticipatorily modulated depending on expected force field direction.
The duration of these reflexes appeared somewhat longer than
that reported by others (Day et al., 1991; Lewis et al., 2004). This
may be because the subject’s shoulder and elbow were actively
moving at the time that the force perturbation was applied to the
hand. Therefore, we confirmed that these EMG responses were
genuine reflexes rather than voluntary reactions as follows. All
subjects performed a separate control task in which they were
specifically asked to make assistive voluntary reactions to identical perturbations as fast as possible (i.e., leftward movement in
response to L-PTB, rightward movement in response to R-PTB).
This control task was designed to give the fastest possible latency
for voluntary reactions, so as to separate voluntary reaction from
reflex response on the basis of latency. The thin lines in Figure 3A
show assistive voluntary responses in this control task. Note here
that no reflex response was induced in the agonist muscle in this
voluntary reaction task, because the agonist muscle was not
stretched by the perturbation. In contrast, a reflex response was
now observed in the antagonist muscle. Comparison of reflex and
voluntary reactions showed that reflex (Fig. 3A, thick lines) and
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voluntary assistive (thin lines) EMG waveforms were markedly
different in latency and shape. There was little overlap between
reflex EMG and voluntary EMG activity (flexor reflex termination time, mean ⫾ SD, 124.1 ⫾ 11.2 ms; the extensor, 153.1 ⫾
14.2 ms; flexor voluntary reaction time, 114 ⫾ 11.3 ms; the extensor, 122 ⫾ 11.9 ms). Therefore, the voluntary contribution for
correction to the perturbation was judged to be negligible.
Functional contribution of reflex responses to arm
motor control
To assess the contribution of reflex gain modulation to the functional output of the arm system, we evaluated rightward and
leftward reaction forces produced at the hand by the L-PTB and
R-PTB, respectively, after the reflex response (200 –250 ms after
the perturbation). Figure 3C shows the mean peak values of hand
reaction forces. The leftward reaction force produced by the
R-PTB (top panel) was significantly larger in the R-FF than in the
L-FF condition ( p ⬍ 0.001). The rightward reaction force produced by the L-PTB (bottom panel) was, in contrast, larger in the
L-FF condition ( p ⬍ 0.001). These force field-dependent
changes in reaction forces reflect differences in reflex responses in
the shoulder muscles between the force fields, because there was
no difference in the BGA levels between the force fields as mentioned (see above). That is, the strong flexor reflex in the R-FF
condition contributed to a larger leftward reaction force in that
condition, whereas the larger extensor reflex in the L-FF condition contributed to a larger rightward force in that condition.
This indicates that the reflexes contributed functional forces to
resist the imposed force fields.
We suggest that such behavior of reaction forces may reflect
an active control of limb stiffness (resistance to the positional
shift) by the CNS, in a manner appropriate for the current environment. We cannot calculate the limb stiffness from the current
results, because we measured the responses to the perturbations
in only two (⫹x, ⫺x) directions. Conventional measures of limb
stiffness at the hand require sampling responses to many directional perturbations in the horizontal plane (Mussa-Ivaldi et al.,
1985; Gomi et al., 1998). However, because the perturbations
caused similar hand displacements between the force fields (see
above), the hand reaction force is approximately proportional to
instantaneous hand stiffness in that direction. We therefore suggest that leftward hand stiffness was selectively increased in the
L-FF condition and the rightward stiffness was selectively increased in the R-FF condition. From the functional viewpoint,
this behavior of hand stiffness is quite reasonable, because it acts
to prevent distortion of hand trajectories toward force field direction. Thus, reflex gain modulation may contribute to regulate
hand stiffness according to the expected force field direction.

Figure 3. Differences in stretch reflex responses and hand reaction forces between the force
fields. A, An example of the waveforms of hand position in the x-axis (right/left) direction,
shoulder joint angular velocity in the flexion/extension direction, and EMG in the shoulder flexor
and extensor muscles when a mechanical perturbation was applied (thick lines). The rightward
(R-PTB; top panels) and leftward (L-PTB; bottom panels) perturbations applied at 50 ms indicated by the vertical dashed line induce reflex responses in the flexor and extensor muscles,
respectively. The thin lines indicate the EMG waveforms in a control task in which the subject
was instructed to make voluntary assistive reactions to perturbations. For example, the voluntary response to a leftward perturbation is used as a control for the reflex response to a rightward perturbation. Note the clear temporal separation between reflex and voluntary responses.
B, Comparisons of reflex responses in the flexor and extensor muscles between the L-FF and
R-FF conditions. Each bar represents the mean and SE for each muscle. The asterisks express a
significant difference between the force fields (**p ⬍ 0.01). Note that the reflex amplitudes in
the flexor and extensor muscles were larger in the R-FF and in the L-FF condition,

Disappearance of reflex gain modulation by previous TMS
To examine the involvement of interneuronal activity within M1
in reflex gain modulation, we applied TMS over the left M1 50 ms
before the perturbation. The TMS intensities used were 77.1 ⫾
3.5% (mean ⫾ SD) of the maximum stimulator output capacity,
corresponding to 110 –120% of each subject’s MT in the resting
pectoralis. As shown in Figure 4 A (thin lines, no perturbation
4
respectively. C, Differences in the hand reaction force after reflex response between the force
fields. The leftward and rightward reaction forces were calculated from the R-PTB and L-PTB
trials, respectively. Other notations are the same as in B. Note that the leftward reaction force
was larger in the R-FF condition, and, in contrast, the rightward force was larger in the L-FF
condition (***p ⬍ 0.001).
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Figure 4. Effect of previous TMS on stretch reflex modulation. A, An example of the reflex
responses in both muscles (thick lines) when TMS was applied 50 ms before the perturbation
(vertical dashed line). The thin lines indicate the waveforms when only TMS was applied. B,
Comparisons of reflex responses with TMS in both muscles between the force fields. Other
notations are the same as in Figure 3B. C, Comparisons of the difference in reflex response
between the fields (R-FF minus L-FF). The asterisks express a significant difference between the
force fields (** p ⬍ 0.01). Note that the differences in reflex responses between the force fields
were eliminated by applying previous TMS, whereas the reflex responses themselves were still
clearly present.

conditions for R-FF and L-FF), TMS elicited first a transient
MEP, followed by prolonged EMG suppression (i.e., SP) and a
subsequent EMG increase (i.e., post-SP rebound activity) (Triggs
et al., 1993). Note here that an artifact of the TMS pulse was
overlapped to the initial part of the MEP because of the short
latency of conduction from the cortex to the shoulder muscle
(⬃10 ms) (Bawa et al., 2004) coupled with the effect of the lowpass filter (see above). The mean termination time of the SP
(SP-term) without the perturbation exceeded 100 ms in both
muscles (Fig. 4 A, thin lines). There was, however, no significant
difference in either the SP-termination time (both muscles, p ⬎
0.23) or the background activities of no perturbation trials with
SP and rebound activity (tmsBGA) (both muscles, p ⬎ 0.10)
between the force fields (Table 1).
We therefore suggest that the reflex response to mechanical
perturbations substantially overlapped the disruption to the cortical interneuronal network marked by the SP. First, the latency of
the reflex response in normal (without TMS) condition was ⬃50
ms after the perturbation, and 100 ms after TMS. This falls within
the SP window (Fig. 3A, Table 1). Second, the latter part of SP is
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thought to be attributable to activation of inhibitory interneuronal networks within M1 (Ziemann et al., 1993; Brasil-Neto et al.,
1995; Nakamura et al., 1997; Chen, 2004). These networks may
play a key role in shaping transcortical reflexes under normal
conditions.
When both TMS and perturbations were delivered, TMS did
not abolish stretch reflex responses to the perturbation (Fig. 4 A,
thick lines), although it did significantly delay its onset (tmsSRon) and termination (tmsSR-term) times relative to trials without TMS (onset time for the flexor, p ⬍ 0.001; the extensor, p ⬍
0.01; termination time for the flexor, p ⬍ 0.001; the extensor, p ⬍
0.05). However, the response latency with TMS was clearly earlier
than voluntary onset time by ⬃30 ms (reflex latency with TMS,
mean ⫾ SD, 78 ⫾ 14 ms; voluntary onset, 118 ⫾ 12 ms). This
suggests that the response with TMS include little or no voluntary
correction to the perturbation. The response delays after TMS are
probably attributable to SP-related inhibitory effects, and recall
the delays in voluntary motor output induced by TMS in voluntary reaction tasks (Day et al., 1989).
Most importantly, the differences in reflex responses between
the force fields tended to disappear in trials with TMS (thick
lines), in contrast to the clear differences seen in trials without
TMS (Fig. 3 A, B). Indeed, two-way repeated-measures ANOVA
found no significant main effect of force field direction ( p ⫽
0.67) or muscle ( p ⫽ 0.67), and no significant interaction between these factors ( p ⫽ 0.79) (Fig. 4 B). Figure 4C shows the
difference between the responses in the two force field conditions
(R-FF ⫺ L-FF), for TMS and for no-TMS trials. These difference
scores were significantly lower in TMS trials than in no-TMS
trials (both muscles, p ⬍ 0.01). Accordingly, two-way repeatedmeasures (L-FF/R-FF and with/without TMS) ANOVA showed a
significant interaction for flexor ( p ⬍ 0.01) and extensor reflexes
( p ⬍ 0.05). These results indicate that TMS-induced disruption
to interneuronal activity in M1 during the SP may cause reductions in reflex gain modulation.
To secure this conclusion, however, we should consider
whether our results could be an artifactual consequence of two
other unavoidable effects of TMS. These are the following: (1) the
general reduction in reflex responses in TMS condition, and (2)
the effect of muscle twitches generated by TMS and corresponding peripheral changes. To examine these possibilities, we performed two additional control experiments described below.
Control experiment 1: TMS-induced reduction in reflex gain
modulation is not attributable to reduced reflex
response amplitude
TMS reduced overall reflex amplitude, as well as reducing fielddependent modulations. To investigate whether the former effect
could be responsible for the latter, we investigated reflex gain
modulation in the absence of TMS, after small mechanical perturbations. These perturbations evoked reflex responses at least
as small as those seen after TMS in the main experiment. Three
subjects participated, and a pooled analysis was therefore used.
Perturbations were 12.5 or 15 N, in contrast to the 20 N of the
main experiment. To verify that these small perturbations elicited
reflexes with amplitudes comparable with those found in the
combined TMS and perturbation conditions of the main experiment, the BGA-subtracted reflex response in the control experiment was compared with the tmsBGA-subtracted response of
the same subjects in the main experiment. Figure 5 shows the
reflex responses in the small PTB (right side) and the normal PTB
with TMS (left side) conditions relative to the mean response to
the normal PTB in the absence of TMS. Each open and filled
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Figure 5. Effect of small perturbation on reflex modulation. The reflex responses in both
muscles when normal PTB (20 N) with TMS (left panels) or small PTB (12.5 or 15 N; right panels)
was applied. Each open and filled circle indicates the individual and mean values, respectively.
Values are represented as percentages of the response induced by the PTB amplitudes used in
the main experiment, in no-TMS conditions. The asterisks express a significant difference between the force fields (*p 0.05; **p ⬍ 0.01). Note that there were significant differences in
reflex responses between the force fields even for the smaller reflexes after smaller perturbations, in contrast to the reflexes induced after TMS.

circle represents individual and mean values, respectively. We
found that even small perturbations eliciting low reflex amplitudes still showed force field-dependent reflex gain modulation
in the absence of TMS. Pooled two-way ANOVA with factors of
force field direction (L-FF/R-FF) and muscle (flexor/extensor)
showed no significant main effect for either factor, but a highly
significant interaction between these factors ( p ⬍ 0.001).
Bonferroni-corrected post hoc comparisons demonstrated that
the response induced by small PTB in the flexor differed between
L-FF and R-FF ( p ⬍ 0.05), as did that in the extensor ( p ⬍ 0.01)
(Fig. 3). In contrast, TMS before stronger perturbations in the
main experiment reduced both reflex amplitudes and fielddependent reflex gain modulation. These results indicate that the
reduction in reflex gain modulation induced by TMS is not
merely a by-product of TMS-induced decreases in overall reflex
amplitude.
Control experiment 2: Muscle twitch elicited by electrical
nerve stimulation does not eliminate reflex gain modulation
TMS not only excites the CNS but also causes a sudden twitch of
muscles. Twitches of extrafusal fibers could also affect intrafusal
fibers in the muscle spindles. Another possible interpretation for
the disappearance of reflex gain modulation, therefore, would
involve changes in muscle spindle sensitivity (Prochazka, 1989)
attributable to the peripheral consequences of TMS. This peripheral sensitivity change would then affect the afferent signals that
provide the input to the transcortical reflex, but might not affect
cortical processing per se. For example, a TMS-induced muscle
twitch might counteract preset sensitivity of muscle spindles and
thereby eliminate reflex gain modulation. In other words, reflex
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Figure 6. Effect of previous peripheral nerve stimulation on reflex modulation. A, An example of the reflex responses (thick lines) in the flexor muscle when a PES at the right brachial
plexus was applied (bottom panel) and was not (top panel). The thin lines demonstrate the
waveforms without PTB. B, The reflex responses in both muscles in PES condition. Other notations are the same as in Figure 5. The asterisks express a significant difference between the force
fields (**p ⬍ 0.01). Note that even when PES was applied, the modulation of reflex responses
according to the cued force fields remained clear.

gain modulation might be occurring peripherally rather than
centrally, and might be affected by the muscular rather than cortical, interneuronal effects of TMS.
To control for this possibility, we compared the effects of TMS
with effects of an alternative, peripheral stimulation of the motor
system, designed to produce similar muscular twitches without
involving cortical interneuronal circuits. If these two classes of
stimulation suppressed reflex gain modulation equally, the gain
suppression effect might be peripheral in origin. Conversely, if
TMS stimulation suppressed reflex gain modulation whereas peripheral stimulation did not, the gain suppression effect should
be central.
Therefore, percutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (PES) to
the right brachial plexus was delivered as a single 1 ms pulse using
a pair of surface electrodes (Ag/AgCl, diameter of 10 mm) placed
adjacent to the clavicle. The stimulus intensity was adjusted so
that the evoked force on the manipulandum and the evoked
shoulder joint angular acceleration were similar to that induced
by TMS in the main experiment. Thus, handle force (TMS,
mean ⫾ SE, x ⫽ 1.70 ⫾ 0.78, y ⫽ ⫺1.74 ⫾ 0.88 N; PES, x ⫽
2.12 ⫾ 0.22, y ⫽ ⫺2.08 ⫾ 0.62 N) and shoulder joint angular
acceleration (TMS, 3.19 ⫾ 1.63 rad/s 2; PES, 3.40 ⫾ 1.08 rad/s 2)
were almost comparable between TMS and PES. Three subjects
participated in a separate session from the main experiment. Figure 6 A demonstrates a typical example of reflex responses (thick
lines) in the flexor muscle with (lower panel) and without (upper
panel) PES. PES produced a period of EMG silence (lower panel),
similar to that after TMS. The termination time was 81.8 ⫾ 14.5
ms (mean ⫾ SD) for the flexor and 76.4 ⫾ 12.8 ms for the extensor, and did not differ significantly between the force fields (both
muscles, p ⬎ 0.21). PES did not influence the latency of reflex
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responses (mean ⫾ SD, 53.8 ⫾ 11.2 ms for the flexor and 55.1 ⫾
11.5 ms for the extensor with PES; mean ⫾ SD, 47.8 ⫾ 7.5 ms for
the flexor and 52.4 ⫾ 6.8 ms for the extensor without PES). PES
did affect reflex amplitude, reducing this by 34.1 and 28.0% for
the flexor and extensor, respectively, compared with no-PES condition. Crucially, however, the force field-dependent modulation
of reflex gains remained after PES, unlike the TMS condition.
Figure 6 B demonstrates the reflex responses for the individual
(open) and mean (filled) values. These are normalized to the
mean response in the PTB only condition, to highlight the differential effects of TMS and PES. Pooled two-way ANOVA with
factors of force field direction (L-FF/R-FF) and muscle (flexor/
extensor) showed no significant main effect of force field direction or muscle. Crucially, the interaction between these factors
was significant ( p ⬍ 0.001). Bonferroni-corrected post hoc comparisons demonstrated that the reflex response differed between
L-FF and R-FF in both flexor ( p ⬍ 0.01), and extensor ( p ⬍
0.01), despite the effects of PES. Thus, anticipatory reflex modulation remained in the presence of peripheral PES stimulation
(Fig. 6 B), despite being reduced or abolished by cortical stimulation (Fig. 4). These results mean that the disappearance of reflex
gain modulation in the main experiment was not attributable to a
purely peripheral effect of TMS.

Discussion
The present study assessed stretch reflex responses during multijoint arm movements through imposed force fields. Reflex responses were modulated depending on the upcoming force field
direction (Fig. 3B). When we applied TMS over M1 so that the
reflex processing overlapped the TMS-induced silent period, we
found that this modulation of the reflex response was suppressed
(Fig. 4). Control experiments showed that this reduction in modulation was not attributable merely to changes in mean reflex
amplitude (Fig. 5) nor to peripheral effects of TMS (Fig. 6). Our
study demonstrates both that reflex gains are updated dynamically during the course of aimed arm movements, and that the
sensorimotor cortex is involved in this gain-setting. We suggest
that anticipatory modulation of transcortical reflex gains may
play an important role in coordinating interaction with the external environment.
Flexibility of transcortical reflexes
The involvement of sensorimotor cortex in long-latency reflex
responses in the upper limb muscles has been studied for decades
and is now widely accepted (Matthews, 1991). We believe the
responses studied here involve transcortical circuits, for three
reasons. First, the latency of the reflexes (50 ms and over) was
comparable with previous estimates of the “long-loop” reflex response latency in proximal muscles (Marsden et al., 1976b;
Colebatch et al., 1979; Yamamoto and Ohtsuki, 1989). Second,
the reflexes in our study showed the flexibility and context dependence characteristically associated with cortical responses.
Third, the susceptibility of our reflex responses to a cortical intervention (TMS) is consistent with, although not conclusive of,
a cortical route.
Several studies have suggested that long-latency stretch reflex
gains in the upper limb muscles are modified according to task
context (Hallett et al., 1981; Bonnet, 1983; Sullivan and Hayes,
1987; Yamamoto and Ohtsuki, 1989; Goodin and Aminoff,
1992). Our study adds three important new pieces of information
about this modification mechanism. First, we show reflex modulation in anticipation of altered interactions with the environment. In contrast, previous studies focused on reflex modulation
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according to the subject’s intention to make a voluntary action
(Evarts and Tanji, 1974, 1976; Marsden et al., 1976a). Second, we
show that the modulation of reflex gains occurs within the sensorimotor cortex itself (see below, Cortical involvement in reflex
gain modulation). Finally, we show that anticipatory reflexes
make a functional contribution to reaction force, which probably
reflects hand stiffness. This is consistent with the role of stretch
reflexes in dynamic stiffness regulation (Lacquaniti and Maioli,
1989; Hore et al., 1990; Bennett et al., 1994; Gomi et al., 2002).
Cortical involvement in reflex gain modulation
Our central interest has been how such reflex gain modulation is
coded in the brain. This study therefore attempted to clarify the
role of interneuronal networks within M1 in reflex gain modulation using TMS. TMS over M1 results in long-lasting suppression
of voluntary EMG activity (SP) after the MEP. Several studies
have reported that the major part of this SP (⬎50 ms after TMS)
arises from TMS-induced activation of networks of inhibitory
interneurons projecting to pyramidal cells in M1 with GABABmediated slow inhibitory connections (Brasil-Neto et al., 1995;
Nakamura et al., 1997; Chen, 2004). Conversely, the early part of
SP (⬍50 ms) may involve spinal factors such as recurrent inhibition by Renshaw cell activation and/or afterhyperpolarization
and/or descending inhibitory volleys (Inghilleri et al., 1993;
Ziemann et al., 1993). From this viewpoint, we investigated the
effect of the TMS-induced SP on stretch reflex responses by applying TMS 50 ms before the perturbation such that both the
perturbation itself and the initiation of induced reflex response
were mostly contained within the presumed cortical portion of
the SP. Moreover, the short interval between TMS and perturbation implies that the reflex responses could not be reprogrammed
after TMS delivery, but rather reflected the anticipatory CNS
strategy used to control the movement before TMS. In these circumstances, the observed reduction in reflex gain modulation
may be attributed to the effects of TMS on interneuronal excitability in M1 during the reflex processing period.
However, before reaching this conclusion, we must be confident that TMS-induced reductions in reflex gain modulation
are attributable to the effects of TMS on the cortical interneuronal network. As described above, one could expect that the
effect of TMS on force field-dependent reflex modulation
merely arose from the overall reduction in amplitude. A control experiment, however, showed that low reflex amplitudes
induced by smaller perturbations were quite compatible with
reflex gain modulation (Fig. 5). This means that the loss of
reflex modulation is not an epiphenomenon attributable to
reduced reflex amplitude after TMS.
Another major concern is the neural locus of the TMSinduced suppression of reflex modulation. There are at least three
possible locations where the gain of transcortical reflexes might
be modulated: the sensorimotor cortex itself, the spinal cord, and
the peripheral fusimotor system (i.e., muscle spindle sensitivity)
(Prochazka, 1989). As for the last possible location, the twitches
of extrafusal muscle fibers produced by TMS could have interfered with fusimotor action so as to disrupt preset reflex gain.
However, an additional control experiment showed that reflex
gain modulation was not reduced when muscle twitches, similar
to those caused by TMS, were induced by peripheral nerve stimulation that did not affect the cortex directly (Fig. 6). This suggests either that such muscle twitches have little effect on fusimotor operation, and/or that the fusimotor gain changes play little
role in the reflex gain modulation observed in our studies.
Our experiments did not specifically investigate whether the
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gains of spinal synaptic mechanisms were remotely affected by
TMS over M1. Descending volleys generated by TMS could, in
principle, remotely affect the spinal cord. However, several studies (Inghilleri et al., 1993; Brasil-Neto et al., 1995) have demonstrated that the SP duration induced by brainstem stimulation is
very short compared with that induced by TMS to the cortex
[⬃43 vs 234 ms for Inghilleri et al. (1993)]. This suggests that the
contribution of the spinal SP to reflex processing should be small
relative to the contribution of the “cortical” SP in the situation
studied here. The presence of reflex modulation when peripheral
nerve stimulation produced putative spinal silent period (Fig. 6)
also suggests a minor role of spinal synaptic mechanisms in the
reflex modulation. This follows because the SP induced by mixed
nerve stimulation is thought to arise from spinal mechanisms
such as recurrent inhibition and/or tendon– organ activity concomitant muscle twitches (Taylor et al., 1999), although this
stimulation may activate the spinal cord circuitry in a quite different way from the activation attributable to TMS.
On the basis of this combined evidence, we suggest that TMS
over M1 acted to reduce reflex gain modulation at cortical rather
than spinal synapses. A positron emission tomography and TMS
study (Paus et al., 1997) pointed out that the excitation of remote
brain regions by repetitive TMS reflected orthodromic effects of
TMS, based on a comparison between orthodromic and antidromic effects on synaptic activity (Wong and Moss, 1992).
Therefore, the elimination of reflex gain modulation by singlepulse TMS may have occurred predominantly, although perhaps
not exclusively, within the sensorimotor cortex, and locally under
the site of stimulation.
Reflex generation and modulation
A notable aspect in our results is that (1) the stretch reflex response appeared clearly even when the SP after TMS partially
overlapped with the reflex response, (2) but its gain modulation
was significantly reduced (Fig. 4C). This combination suggests
that the neural mechanism mediating sensory signals (reflex generation mechanism) is partly independent of the mechanism
modulating them (reflex modulation mechanism). Previous
studies have shown that the occurrence of reflex responses at
transcortical latencies cannot be voluntarily suppressed but that
the amplitude of these responses is under voluntary control
(Marsden et al., 1976a; Yamamoto and Ohtsuki, 1989). If the
excessive inhibition in interneuronal circuits induced by TMS
had simply influenced reflex amplitude (generation), then reflex
gain modulation would be expected to remain while its amplitude decreased, like the results of control experiments using small
perturbations (Fig. 5) and using peripheral nerve stimulation
(Fig. 6). However, our main study rather found the opposite
effect: disappearance of reflex gain modulation despite continued
generation of a reflex response. This suggests that the SP after
TMS selectively influences reflex modulation rather than reflex
generation. One explanation for the dissociable effects of SP on
reflex generation and reflex modulation might be the existence of
two parallel, direct and interneuronal routes in the cortex between sensory and motor cortices. For instance, some neurons in
the primary sensory cortex terminate directly on pyramidal neurons in M1 (Zarzecki et al., 1978; Ghosh and Porter, 1988). The
generation of a reflex per se might reflect the direct route. Reflex
modulation might involve an additional, indirect route. This
would be mediated by interneuronal networks within M1, and
would be affected by the SP. From a functional viewpoint, we
suggest that these interneuronal networks may preparatorily adjusting reflex gains according to task demands. This modulation

of reflexes may be basically similar to the known modification of
such circuits during voluntary movements (Mathis et al., 1998,
1999; Hess et al., 1999; Tinazzi et al., 2003).
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